The Elusive Quest to Maximize Voluntary Incident Reporting and Optimize Pharmacovigilance: A Matter of the Reporting Mechanisms or More?
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Voluntary reporting is the primary method for medication error (ME) and adverse drug event (ADE) surveillance at most institutions. While other methods of event detection should be considered to optimize pharmacovigilance in an active surveillance system, voluntary reporting remains the cornerstone because of limited resources [1]. The dependence on voluntary reporting requires institutions to optimize the number of reports to understand current events and the possibility for future systematic changes [2]. Currently, there is not a recommended procedure for hospital personnel to voluntarily report suspected or proven errors. Two mechanisms for reporting have been used, traditional paper based and electronic systems.

It is suggested that manual, card-based reporting systems result in more frequent error reporting compared to electronic reporting programs. The observational study supporting this finding was conducted in an era of technological advancement where the use of electronic systems for voluntary reporting should be advocated [2]. Therefore, one must pose the question as to why a card-based reporting system was so successful and if this should be the preferred method over electronic voluntary reporting.

The card-based reporting system was conducted in critically ill patients in four phases, (1) education, (2) introduction of the card-based system, known as SAFE [Safety, Action, Focus, Everyone], (3) withdrawal of the SAFE cards and reinstallation of the online reporting program, and (4) reinstallation of the SAFE cards. There were two additional, pre-existing reporting systems available for employees to voluntarily report errors throughout the study duration: the Risk Management Online Event/Incident Entry System (BJC Online) and the Pharmacy Resources Directory (PHRED) [3]. It was concluded that the use of the SAFE cards increased error reporting from healthcare workers over 2-fold. In addition, physician reporting increased from 0.15 to 6.5 reported events/1,000 patient days.

Reflecting thoroughly upon the rationale for this positive outcome, there are several other factors that could have influenced reporting beyond the introduction of SAFE cards. The SAFE cards were promoted heavily in the institution with individual and group training sessions. A culture of patient safety existed through error reporting, quality improvements for the ICUs, and updating the hospital's electronic reporting system [3]. The SAFE cards provided optional anonymity in reporting. A safety specialist provided feedback to those who submitted an error and disclosed their identity. Also, the increase in physician reporting could be explained by the fact that the two previously used reporting systems, BJC Online and PHRED were restricted. The BJC Online system was mostly used by nurses. The majority of physicians had limited access or knowledge of the BJC online program because they were employed through a university, instead of the hospital and lacked the proper knowledge to utilize the program [3]. The PHRED system was only available for pharmacists to report medication errors and ADEs.

During phase 3 when SAFE cards were withdrawn, a renovated electronic reporting system was launched to mimic the SAFE card design, yet the total error reporting decreased during this time. If the electronic system was designed to match the SAFE cards, another variable of the study could explain the difference in use: the unequal emphasis on staff education during each phase of the project. There was no mention of a reminder or re-education process for how to properly report errors using the updated online system, the initial training of how new hospital workers reported errors, a description of how employees were trained to use the older-electronic reporting compared to the SAFE cards. Additionally, the authors did not mention if the hospital relied on paper or electronic medical charts. This factor could play into the culture of the institution. If physicians were already required to handwrite patient charts, a natural tendency would be to favor the SAFE cards. Nonetheless, this study highlights methods to improve voluntary reporting by educating employees on specific reporting programs, developing an anonymous system and providing feedback [3].

On the contrary, another study used electronic methods to improve voluntary reporting [4]. This study was conducted in three phases, (1) a planning process that instituted a new policy on non-punitive error reporting through paper based methods, (2) a transition period when a new electronic reporting system was implemented and the use of the paper system was still allowed, and (3) the full implementation of only the electronic system and removal of the paper-based. Education, upper management leadership support, and feedback to increase the reporting frequency for adverse clinical events were also included during phase 3. In addition, monthly newsletters were initiated updating staff on medical errors previously reported through their voluntary reporting system. The study demonstrated an increase in several areas of error reporting, including medication and adverse clinical events with the implementation of the electronic reporting system in phase 3.

Finally, the contributions of repetitive requests by asking physicians at patient discharge in the electronic medical record about medical errors during hospitalization seem to influence reporting improvement.
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This process provided a convenient and quick electronic method for physicians to report errors. Again, this institutional change was not completed in isolation, a new position, the “Team Safety Officer” was initiated, a weekly Safety Report was developed and incentives for the best catch of each month was provided.

These studies illustrate that voluntary incident reporting can be maximized to improve pharmacovigilance with education and program awareness. Specific actions to be taken to improve reporting include: incorporating individual and group education, providing individual and group feedback, providing optional anonymity for reporting, providing incentives for reporting, establishing a culture of safety, updating policies/procedures for reporting, and adding hospital safety employees. Therefore, it is by incorporating these techniques that voluntary error reporting can be improved in the hospital settings, not necessarily by focusing on the mechanism for reporting.
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